“Because of the Resurrection”
1 Corinthians 15:29-34
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1 Corinthians was written to answer ____________ sent to Paul
from the members of the church. It is like a spiritual “Dear ______”
column. Some in the church actually __________ the resurrection (1 Cor
15:12). As we come to 1 Cor 15:29, Paul explains how the resurrection
of Jesus should affect our _______________ lives.
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1. I’m Motivated to __________ the Lost. 15:29
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This verse has been used to support many ________ and
heretical doctrines. ___________ believe you can get baptized for a
deceased relative and give them another opportunity to be __________.
The _____ to understanding this verse is the way we translate
the word “____.” The best solution is to translate it “___________ of.”
Because Jesus rose from the dead, we have a greater motivation
to __________ our faith.
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2. I’m Motivated to ________ My Life in Service. 15:30—32
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Paul was willing to __________ for Christ because he knew the
___________ of his ministry would last for _____________. He says,
“since there is _________ after death, I am motivated to risk my life to
win others to Him.”
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One reason we fall into sin is because of the ___________ we
hang out with. We are motivated to live a holy life because we know
we will see _________ one day and we don’t want to be _____________
of ourselves when we stand before Him.
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